
Thaumatrope Worksheet
Activity Sheet by DCCI Education Panel Member Kim Sharkey 

Description
A Thaumatrope is an optical toy that was popular in the 19th century. A disk with a picture on each side is 
a�ached to two pieces of string. When the strings are twirled quickly between the fingers the two pictures 
appear to blend into one due to the persistence of vision. In this worksheet you will use a straw instead
of a string.

Thaumatrope Making
1. Cut out the example tree and star template.
2. Glue on to each side of hard recycled card being carfeul
    to line up the image so the star lines up with the top of the 
    tree on the other side.
3. Glue the straw on to the circle under the image.
4. Once the glue has dried and your image is a�ached securely,
    roll the straw between your hands to see your two images
    become one.
5. Draw new design pairings within the other circles then cut 
    around your circle templates. 
6. A�ach straws to new circles.
7. Have fun making as many Christmassy designs that you can think of!

Tips & Suggestions
Tape the straw while you wait for it to glue.
Have extra paper for doing lots of example designs.
As mentioned, Thaumatropes can be made with string at either side, this spins the device up and down rather than side to side.
In this case you need to glue your images upside down opposite the one on the other side. 
As they spin the image will join in the one direction.

Materials
- Printed templates and ideas 
- White A4 paper/card 
- Recycled card, eg tea box or cereal box
- Glue, Pri� Stick
- Pens, pencils, coloured pencils
- Scissors
- Lid for template circle
- Christmassy ideas




